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Abstract

Management of existing structures has traditionally been based on condi-

tion assessment, based on visual inspections, disregarding the susceptibility

of different structural types to aging and deterioration. Robustness, as a

measure of the effects of unpredictable damage to structural safety can be

a complementary information to the results of inspection. Although robust-

ness has mostly been used to evaluate the consequences of extreme events,

a similar framework can be used to investigate the result of aging, allowing

a better understanding of the potential effects of deterioration and allow-

ing a better allocation of available maintenance funding. In this work, a

probabilistic structural robustness indicator is used to quantify the suscep-

tibility of structures to corrosion. The methodology is exemplified through

a case-study comprising an existing reinforced concrete bridge deck, heav-
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ily damaged due to reinforcement corrosion, and finally demolished due to

safety concerns. Robustness measures the bridge deck safety tolerance to

reinforcement corrosion. The principal effects of corrosion, including loss of

area and bond between concrete and steel are modelled using a non-linear

finite element model, coupled with a Response Surface Method to compute

the bridge reliability as a function of the corrosion level, and finally used

to assess robustness. Results show that the redundancy of the bridge allow

significant redistribution of loads between elements with different corrosion

levels. As a result, the bridge presents significant robustness and tolerance

to reinforcement corrosion.

Keywords: Robustness, Corrosion; Reinforced Concrete; Reliability; Bridge;

Tolerance.

1. Introduction

Most developed countries have built, over the last decades, a fairly com-

plete network of highways and railways to fit their needs, which are now

showing signs of advanced deterioration and aging, and therefore requiring

very large investments in maintenance and repair (ASCE, 2013). Since avail-

able funding is much lower than the effective needs, management of existing

aged and deteriorated civil infrastructures is one of the most challenging is-

sues for civil engineers in developed countries. Due to the importance of

bridges in the connectivity of highway and railway networks, maintenance

of these structures is crucial, to keep them safe and serviceable. Reinforced

concrete has been extensively used worldwide for bridge construction. Re-

inforcement corrosion is among the most damaging phenomena leading to
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service and safety levels degradation.

The current practice in bridge management is based on reactive main-

tenance applied when the condition of the bridge, quantified by a visual

inspection, is found unacceptable. This strategy disregards the impact of ge-

ometry, structural type and materials used on the tolerance of the bridge to

damage and deterioration, resulting in sub-optimal decisions. In fact, some

structural types, particularly when low redundancy exists or brittle failure is

likely, present much higher reduction in safety due to deterioration than re-

dundant and ductile structure with significant strength reserves in alternate

load paths.

Tolerance to damage has been mainly linked to robustness, a concept that

has received increased interest in the last forty years due to the occurrence

of extreme events on structures with resulting devastating consequences. Al-

though research on robustness has mainly focused on damage resulting from

an extreme event (Cavaco et al., 2013b), it can also be of extreme utility for

aging and deteriorating scenarios where damage develops gradually in time

but, as extreme events, is extremely difficult to predict.

This paper presents a framework to assess robustness of deteriorated

structures for integration in structural management systems. Although time

dependent reliability analysis of structures provides the best estimate of the

impact of deterioration on future safety, it is significantly hindered by the

difficulties in accurately predicting the deterioration rate of structures. As a

result, a deterioration rate independent measure of ability to sustain damage

is proposed here and compared with a more traditional time-dependent ap-

proach. Damage is considered unknown, and robustness is used to measure
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the loss of safety associated with the entire damage range. A reinforced con-

crete bridge under advanced deterioration due to reinforcement corrosion will

be used as example, as corrosion is the most damaging phenomenon leading

to progressive damage. In a previous paper (Cavaco et al., 2016), the authors

have shown the application of the present concept to a isostatic structure.

In the present paper a highly redundant bridge is investigated

2. Structural Robustness and Deterioration

Robustness first received attention due to devastating consequences re-

sulting from extreme events on structures (Frangopol and Curley, 1987; Lind,

1995; Ghosn and Moses, 1998; Baker et al., 2008). Robustness was related

to the ability of the structure to sustain damage with limited consequences.

Several measures to quantify robustness have been proposed in the litera-

ture, mostly focusing on extreme scenarios cases, were progressive collapse is

likely to occur (Starossek and Haberland, 2011). Robustness is qualitatively

defined in several codes, including the Eurocodes. However, no code presents

methodologies to quantify the robustness of a particular structure, and sig-

nificant discussion exists on the advantages and disadvantages of different

methodologies proposed in the literature (Cavaco et al., 2013a).

The first use of an indicator of the influence of damage on safety consid-

ering redundancy was introduced by Frangopol and Curley (1987) as:

βR =
βIntact

βIntact − βdamaged

(1)

where βIntact is the reliability index of the intact system and βdamaged is the

reliability index of the damaged system. This concept was extended by Bion-

dini and Restelli (2008) considering that deterioration was unpredictable.
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These authors consider that the variation of structural performance has to

be compared with the corresponding amount of damage to provide mean-

ingful information for robustness evaluations. They propose a measure of

robustness of reinforced concrete structures under corrosion, including the

time factor. To this end, a time-variant measure was proposed in Biondini

(2009) and Biondini and Frangopol (2014) to quantify structural robustness.

They developed a measure of robustness to deterioration that is time-variant

and nonlinear. Cavaco et al. (2013b) developed an indicator of robustness

to deterioration in terms of the ability of the structure to keep performing

according to the design objectives when damage occurs. Several performance

indicators can be used to measure the structure robustness and different dam-

aging scenarios can be considered. Robustness can be measured by a single

indicator as:

R =

∫ d=1

d=0

f(x)dx (2)

where f is the normalized performance index, given by the ratio between

the structural performance on the intact and damage states, and d is the

normalized damage, given by the ratio between actual and maximum possible

damage. As both performance and damage are normalized, robustness results

range from 0, for a non robust structure where minimal damage level produces

total performance loss, to 1, for a full robust structure where performance is

damage independent and equal to the intact structure performance. In this

way, the robustness of the structure is defined independently of the initial

safety, and is a time-invariant value, but focus on the relative loss of safety

due to deterioration. Thus a structure can be defined as robust and unsafe,

if the safety level of the intact structure is inadequate but is not affected by
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damage.

A point-in-time measure of robustness as the one defined by Biondini

and Frangopol (2014) is adequate to capture those critical scenarios where a

small increase of damage due to deterioration may lead to sudden and dis-

proportionate performance deterioration. A maintenance policy seeking to

intervene when such scenarios may appear requires this type of robustness

definition. However, to define the time/s where these scenarios will occur is

really difficult due to the high uncertainties involved in the prediction of the

deterioration processes to whom structures are exposed (for instance, corro-

sion). Accurate deterioration profiles are still by now highly unpredictable

and, therefore, exact times where the important loss of damage will occur,

are difficult to predict. To this end, also the index proposed in Equation (2)

is not of any help as does not take into account these point-in-time aspects.

However, it is a helpful tool when deciding where the interventions within a

maintenance strategy are more necessary from a life-time and not a point-

in-time perspective. This may help operators to decide in which structures

allocate more resources as they present less ability to sustain future feasible

damage scenarios. Structures with a higher value of R show higher levels

of performance along the whole service life for any feasible damage scenario

than others with lower values. In this sense, time-variant and global mea-

sures of robustness to deterioration may be complementary depending on the

main objectives pursued by the operators/owners in the management of the

existing stock.

The approach presented in Cavaco et al. (2013b) defines the structural

performance in terms of the load carrying capacity of the structure. How-
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ever, this is not a accurate measure of the structural safety. Moreover, two

different structures can have similar robustness indices even if one presents

a smooth reduction of performance with deterioration and the other shows

a sudden loss of performance at a certain damage level. To overcome this

limitation, and to take into account the uncertainties involved, the robust-

ness measure proposed by Cavaco et al. (2013b) is improved by quantifying

the performance, f in Equation (2), through the reliability index, β (Cavaco

et al., 2016). Damage, d, produced by corrosion, will be measured in terms of

reinforcement bars weight loss percentage, XP . In this manner, robustness is

defined as an intrinsic structural property for a defined loading scenario and

performance indicator, both independent of time and environmental condi-

tions. Robustness results in this manner in a macro-value which translates

the damaged structure mean performance considering all possible damage

levels as unpredictable. For structures with similar condition, the robust-

ness indicator will define for which structure deterioration has greater con-

sequences and, consequently which structure should have higher priority in

a repair plan.

Finally, quantifying robustness of the several structural types within a

structural management system, shows the vulnerability of infrastructure to

aging and deterioration, allowing the identification of more robust structural

solutions.

3. Time-dependent to time-independent safety

In the last decade, the reliability analysis of deteriorating structures, in

particular, reinforced concrete structures, has been an area of very intense
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research. In spite of all the advances achieved in defining both better struc-

tural models (Alipour et al., 2013; Biondini and Vergani, 2015; Lim et al.,

2016) and the probabilistic models (Akiyama et al., 2010; Papakonstantinou

and Shinozuka, 2013), the uncertainty in future corrosion is very high. This

is not a matter of lack of knowledge or understanding, but a consequence of

the manifold of factors, including environmental, use, quality of construction

and workmanship, which influence the progression of corrosion and cannot

be predicted beforehand.

The reliability of a corroding existing structure is a time-dependent prob-

lem (Stewart and Rosowsky, 1998; Val et al., 1998). At a first sight, improv-

ing the robustness index proposed in Cavaco et al. (2013b) by integrating the

reliability index may have the inconvenient of turning it also time-dependent.

However, decision making based on such a robustness indicator is unprac-

tical as a time-dependent reliability analysis, based on a sophisticated and

accurate structural model, is usually extremely time consuming and involved

with significant uncertainity as it requires the assessment of the existing

corrosion level and deterioration rate. Thus the time-dependent to time-

independent problem conversion suggested in Melchers (1999) is used. The

time-dependent problem can be expressed as:

Pf(t) =

∫

G[X(t)]

fX(t)[X(t)]dx(t) (3)

where Pf(t) is the instantaneous probability of failure at time t, X(t) is

the random variables vector, G[X(t)] is the limit state function and fX(t) the

joint probability density function of the random variables. The instantaneous

probability of failure can be integrated over an interval of time, [0; t], resulting

in the probability of failure over that time period, Pf(0, t). The random
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variables, X(t), are time dependent and, thus, so is Pf (t). The time t at

which the limit state function, G[X(t)], becomes zero is denoted time-to-

failure and Equation (3) correspond to a first-passage-probability, assessed

with the out-crossing theory (Melchers, 1999).

Time-integrated approaches for solving Equation (3) are much simpler, as

lifetime maximums distributions for loads are used as presented in Equation

(4)

Pf(0, t) = P
(
R(t) ≤ Smax(t)

)
(4)

where R(t) is resistance and Smax(t) is the maximum load effect for the time

period [0; t]. However, as resistance is also time dependent, decreasing with

deterioration, it is extremely unlikely that the maximum load effect coincides

with the time of minimum resistance. By dividing structure lifetime into n

limited time periods, for which resistance can be considered as time invariant,

it is possible to approach the first-passage problem by Equation (5):

Pf(0, t) = 1− P
(
R1 ≥ Smax,1 ∩R2 ≥ Smax,2 ∩ ... ∩Rn ≥ Smax,n

)
(5)

where Ri respect to resistance at time interval [ti−1; ti], considered as con-

stant, and Smax,i is the maximum load effects within the same period. De-

spite the independence of Smax,i between time periods, the subset of events

presented in Equation (5) still show some dependency as a result of the

correlation between remaining involved variables. The probability of failure

can finally by estimated using the narrow reliability bounds proposed by

Ditlevsen (1979), as a comparison between Equation (5) and that relative

to a serial system can be established. Thus, if relative short time periods

are considered, attending to the expectable corrosion rate, the probability of
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failure, given a certain level of corrosion, can be considered approximately as

constant. The corresponding reliability index, β, is therefore used herein as

the time-independent performance indicator and Equation (2) results in:

R =

∫ 1

0

β(XP = x)

β(XP = 0)
dx (6)

Robustness, defined as Equation (6), provides a relative measure of the

structure tolerance to corrosion not dependent of time and corrosion rate and

on the existing corrosion level. Moreover, for more robust structures, the

time-dependent probability of failure defined by Equation (5), will increase

at a reduced rate when compared to that of less robust structures.

4. Corrosion of reinforced concrete structures

4.1. Corrosion deteriorating effects

Reinforcement bars are made of steel, an iron and carbon alloy, which ab-

sorbs energy during the manufacturing process. Steel bars, when exposed to

environmental conditions, tend to release part of that energy on an exother-

mic reaction called corrosion. The sub products of this reaction are iron

oxides with very poor mechanical properties and several times (up to seven)

bulkier than the original steel material. It is possible to slow down corrosion

but is impossible to completely avoid it. Research has also shown that corro-

sion is a highly complex and sensitive phenomenon depending on a manifold

of factors such as atmosphere chemical composition, temperature, humidity,

potential, wind, steel stress, among others. Consequently, it is impossible to

accurately predict where and when corrosion will occur on structures and at

what rate.
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For structural proposes, more relevant than corrosion itself, are the result-

ing deteriorating effects. The most direct effect is the reinforcement effective

area reduction, as mechanical properties of resulting iron oxides are not com-

parable to those of steel. Due to bulkier nature of these, concrete cracking

and spalling, as well as bond degradation between steel bars and surround-

ing concrete, are also expected deteriorating effects. A ductility reduction

of steel bars may also be experienced in cases of non uniform corrosion.

Partially due to chemical phenomenon called hydrogen embrittlement, more

prone to occur on high strength bars (Schroeder and Müller, 2003; Woodtli

and Kieselbach, 2000), but fundamentally due to localized corrosion spots,

which tend to result in localized high strains and therefore in decreased steel

bars ductility.

In the last decades, several studies have been devoted to study corrosion

and its effects on structural concrete. Research has shown (Al-Sulaimani

et al., 1990; Almusallam et al., 1996; Mangat and Elgarf, 1999; Azher, 2005;

Al-Hammoud et al., 2010; Kivell et al., 2012) bond degradation between

steel bars and concrete to be a major cause for impaired load carrying ca-

pacity of structural members subjected to bending and uniform corrosion.

This is aggravated in the presence of insufficient and/or corroded anchorages

and/or lapped joints, as suggested by Murakami et al. (2006). Additionally,

corrosion tends to be more pronounced for folded bars and in areas of re-

inforcement concentration as transition zones and lapped joints. Research

has also shown that generalized corrosion usually results in concrete cover

cracking and spalling which tend to exacerbate steel bars exposure, corro-

sion and bond deterioration. Concrete cracking and spalling may also impair
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structural behavior, in particular if occurs in areas subjected to compressive

stresses.

When corrosion is not uniform along steel bars length and the corrosion

rate is significantly higher in specific spots, localized higer reinforcement area

reduction and formation of pits will occur (Stewart, 2004; Stewart and Al-

Harthy, 2008). Area reduction in certain pits can reach up to seven times the

average area lost along bar length (Gonzalez et al., 1995; Rodriguez et al.,

1996; Pina, 2009). Therefore, when localized corrosion takes place, rein-

forcement area reduction including bar decreased ductility, due pits strain

localization, are the fundamental factors causing impaired structural behav-

ior.

4.2. Corrosion Modelling

On the following paragraphs, a strategy for modelling corrosion deterio-

rating effects, simple to implement on a general finite element package, will

be described. The strategy presents herein is based on a modification of

the steel constitutive behavior and on the slipping-fiber model proposed by

Oliver et al. (2008). This model condenses in an single constitutive relation

both reinforcement and bond to concrete constitutive laws. The sipping-fiber

model consist on two springs linked in series, one modelling the steel bar and

the second the interface between steel and concrete. The slipping-fiber strain,

ǫf , is composed of two parts:

ǫf = ǫd + ǫi (7)

where ǫd is the rebar mechanical strain while ǫi accounts for the relative slip

at the interface. As the two springs are coupled in a serial system the cor-

responding slipping-fiber stress σf is identical to the stress in rebar (σd) and
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interface (σi). For both components, a one-dimensional bi-linear constitutive

model is considered, as shown in Figure 1. Thus, the constitutive behavior

of the slipping-fiber is also bi-linear, conditioned by the weakest spring, and

characterized by the following parameters:

σf
y = min(σd

y , σ
i
y) (8)

Ef =
1

1
Ed +

1
Ei

(9)

Hf =





Hd, if σd

y < σi
y

H i, if otherwise
(10)

where E and H are the Young’s modulus and softening parameter, respec-

tively, upper indexes d, i and f refer to steel, interface and resulting slipping-

fiber, respectively, and bottom index y represent the yielding stress.

[Figure 1 about here.]

Steel fiber parameters may be obtained from tensile tests while those re-

specting to the interface may be derived from pull-out tests and the resulting

tensile force-displacement curve.

In order to account for corrosion deteriorating effects, it is necessary to

consider the area loss of rebars and to update the interface constitutive model

parameters (σi
y, E

i and H i) to account for bond deterioration. If steel duc-

tility reduction is considered, steel model parameter (σd
y , E

d and Hd) must

also be updated.

5. Case study

5.1. Description of the bridge

Tercenas bridge was built in 1968 in the Leiria distric, in the Center of

Portugal. The bridge had been regularly inspected since 2004 and signs of
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progressing advanced deterioration had been detected year after year, spe-

cially in the bridge deck. The bridge was finally closed in October 2011 and

demolished in November 2012.

The reinforced concrete deck was divided in three continuous spans of

18.60m, 22.80m and 18.60m. The 8.90m wide deck was composed by four

RC girders connected at the top by a concrete slab providing the traffic lanes

and the sidewalks for the pedestrians (see Figures 3 and 4). The girders had

1.25m height and variable width between 1.10m at the supports and 0.50m

at the mid-span. The girders width transition was linear on the first 1/3

of the span and, at each 1/3 of the span, a crossbeam with 1.25m height

and 0.30m wide connects all the girders providing transverse stiffness to the

bridge deck (see Figure 2). The three spans were supported by abutments

in the river margins and piers in the riverbed. Due to poor soil mechanical

properties, all the vertical supports were founded on piles.

[Figure 2 about here.]

On the girders top, a single layer of 16φ25 provided reinforcement to resist

bending effects over the supports. On the lateral spans, bottom reinforcement

consisted on a three layers of 5φ25 rebars. On the central span, two bottom

rebar layers existed, one external layer with 6φ25, followed by a second inner

layer of 5φ25.

[Figure 3 about here.]

5.2. Bridge Condition

Tercenas bridge had been regularly inspected by the Portuguese National

Laboratory of Civil Engineering since 2004 which conclude the bridge con-

dition was aggravating, increasing the concerns about the short term bridge
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safety. In March 2011, Jacinto (2011) carried out a detailed visual inspection

of Tercenas bridge, having found the most concerning pathology to be the

generalized corrosion of the bottom reinforcement of deck girders. Although

no chemical tests were performed, probably corrosion was due to chloride

contamination due to the bridge proximity to the coast. Figure 4 shows a

photo taken from the west-side of the bridge. It is possible to observe gen-

eralized corrosion in all girders, and concrete cover cracking and spalling, in

some cases. Figure 4 and Figure 5 also show corrosion on girder 1 to be more

advanced than that observed in the remaining girders.

[Figure 4 about here.]

During the inspection carried out in March 2011 (Jacinto, 2011), an at-

tempt was made to assess the corrosion degree by measuring the effective

reinforcement area after cleaning the rebars from steel oxides. Reinforcement

area lost was found to be approximately uniform and equal to 50% over the

girder span. Clearly a rough estimation of the real corrosion level, since no

specimens were taken from the girder and carefully inspected. Corrosion was

also preferably measured in girder 1, that most corroded. Remaining girders

were significantly less corroded, however it was not possible to estimate the

respective reinforcement area loss. It was also not possible to assess corrosion

level on the most inner reinforcement layers.

The evaluation of present corrosion depth in reinforced concrete structures

is complex, in particular for inner reinforcement layers. Moreover, predicting

future deterioration at any stage of the bridge life (i.e., design, new bridge

or deteriorated bridge) is associated with very large uncertainty and relies
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strongly on experts’ opinion. By considering corrosion as an unpredictable

event, and using tools and methods based on robustness concepts, an alter-

native indicator of resistance to deterioration can be proposed, which is much

less influenced by experts’ opinion and on an extremely difficult to predict

deterioration rate.

Corrosion of the transverse reinforcement was found to be almost negli-

gible. Considering also that the bridge deck girders were designed with an

over-width close to the supports, a shear failure was considered unlikely to

occur.

[Figure 5 about here.]

5.3. Bridge Numerical Model

The structural system used in Tercenas bridge, consisting on main lon-

gitudinal girders topped by a concrete slab, has been widely modeled using

finite elements and grid frame models (Ghosn and Moses, 1998). This type

of numerical model is much lighter than modeling reinforced concrete using

plane stress finite elements which is a great advantage having in consideration

that it was to be used for a reliability analysis.

A tridimensional finite element model of the Tercenas bridge deck was

built using the OpenSees software (Mazzoni et al., 2005) (see Figure 6). For

the deck girders nonlinear force-based finite elements were used. For the

cross sections, multi fiber models with distributed plasticity were adopted.

In order to account for transversal load redistribution, provided by the top

slab and the crossbeams at 1/3 of the span, two additional frame models were

defined. In both cases, non-linear force based finite elements with distributed

plasticity were used.
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[Figure 6 about here.]

A zero tensile strength with compression softening constitutive relation

(”Concrete01” in OpenSees, adapted from (Yassin, 1994)) was defined for

Tercenas bridge concrete. For steel fibers, the slipping-fiber model described

in the previous section was used.

The effect of concrete cracking and spalling in the tension zones was

indirectly considered by assuming a zero tensile strength material. In the

compression zones the effect was not addressed as here concrete was found

to be in good conditions. In the length of positive bending moments concrete

under compression was intact due to pavement protection, and in the length

of negative bending moments, near the supports, concrete was found to be

not cracked and the cross sections exhibited over width, as shown in Figure

5.

Reinforcement area reduction due to corrosion was considered by reduc-

ing, in the numerical model, steel fibers area. Ductility reduction was ne-

glected since corrosion, according to the inspection carried out by Jacinto

(2011), was found to be uniform along bars length, without significant pits.

Therefore negligible strain localization was expected. Bond characteriza-

tion based on pull-out tests was not possible since no specimens could be

extracted from the bridge deck. However, corrosion influence on bond degra-

dation has been the aim of a manifold of experimental studies (Al-Sulaimani

et al., 1990; Cabrera, 1996; Rodriguez et al., 1994; Almusallam et al., 1996;

Amleh and Mirza, 1999; Auyeung et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2002; Fang et al.,

2004). Although significant research efforts have been devoted to the topic,

an unequivocal relation between bond degradation and the observed corrosion
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level on reinforcement is still hard to establish due to scattered data found

in the referred studies. As a result, Bhargava et al. (2007) have proposed the

M-pull model, a regression model based on the available experimental data

on pull-out test of corroded specimens. The M-pull model provides a mean

value of the residual normalized bond strength as a function of the corrosion

level, XP , on the reinforcement, measured in terms of weight loss percent-

age. This model is summarized on (11) and it was used to characterise the

slipping-fiber model, in particular the interface spring.

σi
y(XP )

σi
y(XP = 0)

=





1.0 if XP ≤ 1.5%

1.192 · e−0.117XP if XP > 1.5%
(11)

The interface stiffness was disregarded as well as the softening parameters of

both steel-fiber and the interface, due to negligible effect on maximum load

carrying capacity of main girders. Remaing properties of the steel fiber were

characterized according to steel grade used for building Tercenas bridge.

6. Reliability Analysis

6.1. Probabilistic properties

Eight random variables were considered in the present study. Describing

the resistance model, concrete compressive strength fc, steel strength fy,

reinforcement rebars area Aφ25
s and the associated model uncertainty θR,

were considered as random variables. For the load model description, four

random variables were considered: concrete self-weight γc, remaining dead

loads γdl, live loads related to traffic γtl and load model uncertainty θE .

For the concrete characterization, nine specimens were extracted from the

bridge deck and tested for the compressive strength fc (Jacinto, 2011). A
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lognormal distribution was assumed, following Vrouwenvelder (1997), with a

mean of 51.2MPa and a standard deviation of 13.2MPa. Concrete tension

strength, ft, was considered negligible.

Although no specimens were extracted from the bridge, the original de-

sign drawings define an A40 steel grade. Accordingly to the Probabilistic

Model Code (Faber and Vrouwenvelder, 2000), reinforcement strength can

be considered normally distributed with mean yielding stress µ1 given by:

µ1 = Snom + 2σ1 (12)

where Snom is the minimum specified yield stress limit, accordingly to the

steel grade, and σ1 is the overall standard deviation that can be taken equal

to 30MPa. Thus a normal distribution with mean value 460MPa and stan-

dard deviation 30MPa was adopted. For the φ25 rebars area, Aφ25
s , a normal

distribution was adopted, with mean value equal to the nominal area and a

0.02 coefficient of variation, as proposed by Faber and Vrouwenvelder (2000).

There is little information regarding the accuracy of resistance models in reli-

ability analysis. Faber and Vrouwenvelder (2000) suggested a lognormal dis-

tribution with 1.05 mean value and 10% covariation for the resistant model,

considering an undeteriorated structure and traditional resistance models. In

the present case, deteriorated structures are being analysed, which increases

the complexity of the mechanical models, and consequently the uncertainty

in the models. On the other hand, a more advanced non-linear finite ele-

ments model is being used, which reduces uncertainty. Considering the lack

of available information on the effect of these two factors on the model un-

certainty, it is herein assumed that the proposal of Faber and Vrouwenvelder

(2010) is valied.
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Concrete self-weight was considered normally distributed with mean equal

to 25kN/m3 and standard deviation equal to 0.75kN/m3. For the remaining

dead loads, related to side walks, guard rail and asphalt, a normal distri-

bution with 10% coefficient of variation was adopted as suggested by von

Scholten et al. (2004). The mean value was estimated by analysing the orig-

inal bridge technical drawings.

Since there were no traffic records available for Tercenas bridge, traffic

load effects proposed by CEN (2002) were considered. The 7.0m bridge lane

was divided into three sublanes, two with 3.0m of width and one with 1.0m.

On the first 3.0m lane, an uniform nominal load of 9.0kN/m2 was considered

and on the remaining lanes 2.5kN/m2 were applied. Two axle vehicles with

2.0m distance between axles were considered acting simultaneously with the

uniform load on the two first lanes. On the first and second lanes 300kN and

200kN nominal load/axle vehicles were considered, respectively. The heaviest

loaded lane was defined preferentially over girder 1 (the most corroded) and

girder 2, to account for the worst case scenario. All traffic loads were modelled

as normal distributions, considering the nominal values described above as

the 95% percentile (von Scholten et al., 2004; Cremona et al., 1999). For

sake of simplicity, these loads were assumed linearly dependent on a scale

factor γtl which 95% percentile was equal to unity, γ95%
tl = 1, and considered

normally distributed. Maximum loads for a period of n years were assumed

to have a Gumbel distribution with parameters νn and αn, and where the

mean value, µ, and standard deviation, σ, can be obtained by (Tang and
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Ang, 2006):

µ = µn +
γ

αn
(13)

σ = π√
6αn

(14)

where γ is the Euler constant equal to 0.5772157. In this case, the Gumbel

distribution is considered to describe the maximum distribution for the traffic

loads scale factor, γtl. Thus, from the cumulative Gumbel distribution it is

possible to obtain the respective mean value:

µ =
γ95%
tl

1 + 1.866Vγtl

(15)

where Vγtl is the coefficient of variation for the traffic loads scale factor,

γtl. A 20% variation coefficient was adopted for the maximum traffic loads

distribution and a 100 years reference period. Equation (15) results in a

mean value µ = 0.728 and a standard deviation of σ = 0.20× 0.728 = 0.146.

Gumbel distribuion parameters result equal to νn = 0.663 and αn = 8.806

from equations (13) and (14). For shorter reference periods, the Gumbel

parameteres (µ1, α1) can be computed as:

µn = µ1 +
1
n
ln(n) (16)

αn = α1 (17)

Finally, to account for the uncertainties associated with the load mod-

els, a lognormal random variable, θE , was considered, following Faber and

Vrouwenvelder (2000), with mean value equal to 1.0 and coefficient of varia-

tion equal to 10%.
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Table 1 shows the distributions and parameters of the eight random vari-

ables considered in this study. The material properties were considered con-

stant over the entire structure.

[Table 1 about here.]

6.2. Time-independent reliability analysis

Neglecting the initiation period, mean corrosion rate in terms of rein-

forcement weight loss for Tercenas bridge was estimated, based on results of

inspections, as 1.14%/year. Thus, short periods of 6 months were considered

for the time-integrated approach, and resistance was considered constant

within this period. The maximum traffic loads effects were derived from

the lifetime maximum distribution and the First Order Reliability Method

(FORM) (Haldar and Mahadevan, 2000), was used to compute the prob-

ability of failure within this time period, considering increasing corrosion

ratios. The limit state function, G, was defined as the difference between the

resisting and maximum acting traffic loads effects for the period of 6 months:

G = γrl − γtl (18)

where γtl is the scale factor applied to the traffic loads effects and γrl is the

maximum traffic load scale factor, the bridge deck supports, when simulta-

neously subjected to traffic and the remaining dead loads. γrl correspond

to the resisting/applied load ratio obtained from a non-linear analysis of the

OpenSees bridge model, carried out by imposing and controlling the mid-

span vertical displacement of the central span up to the structure failure. It

is a function of:

γrl = γrl(fc; fy;A
φ25
s ; θR; γc; γdl; θE) (19)
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Since it was not possible to obtain an explicit expression for the limit state

function G, a response surface approach, in the design point, dp, neighbor-

hood was used (Bucher, 2009):

G̃ = a0 +

N∑

i=1

aixi +

N∑

i<j

aijxixj +

N∑

i=1

aijx
2
i + ... (20)

where G̃ is the explicit surface approach for G, N is the number of pre-

dictable variables xi, eight in this case, and aij are the model coefficients. A

quadratic approach was adopted for the limit state function response surface,

resulting in 45 model coefficients. Thus 45 different support points in the

design point neighborhood, and respective limit state function evaluations

were needed. Although, with some minor adjustments, the latin hypercube

sampling technique, as proposed by Olsson et al. (2003), was used to obtain

an uncorrelated sample of 45 support point near the design point. The main

difference from the original LHS method was that instead of using the respec-

tive distributions for the random variables, a pseudo-Gaussian distribution

with the respective design value as the mean value was used for each variable,

resulting in an uncorrelated sample of support points normally distributed

over the design point periphery. This was fundamental for the success of

the response surface accuracy. For the standard deviation of the pseudo-

Gaussian distribution it was found, by experimentation, that a percentage of

25% of the real standard deviation lead to faster convergence of the FORM

algorithm due to an optimization of the response surface accuracy and do-

main. Using higher standard deviations lead to a spreader sample of support

points around the design point, resulting in a more embrancing, however less

accurate, response surface, and vice-versa.
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7. Results and Discussion

7.1. Reliability Analysis

Figure 7 show the time-independent probability of failure and the relia-

bility index of Tercenas bridge, depending on corrosion level and assuming a

deterministic deterioration rate. Corrosion was considered up to 100%, for

the outmost reinforcing steel, although it is believed that in practice this is

unrealistic. The goal was to depict the minimum possible safety threshold

if any repair works are carried out during the process. Although girder 1

had been detected with severe damage, corrosion, for the remaining girders,

was considered, in this stage, the same. Corrosion was considered to affect

only the first layer of the bottom reinforcement as the inner layers were ex-

pected to keep intact, resulting in a maximum possible lost of 1/3 and 1/2

of the total bottom reinforcement, for the lateral and central bridge spans,

respectively. Corrosion on top reinforcement was considered negligible due

to bituminous protection and correct waterproofing.

For the uncorroded structure the probability of failure within the period

of 6 months resulted in 5 × 10−10 which correspond to a reliability index of

6.1. For a period of 1 year the bridge reliability resulted in 6.0 which is above

the Eurocode recommendation (5.2) for structures within the higher class of

consequences.

[Figure 7 about here.]

Figure 7 also show the safety levels reduction to be more pronounced for

corrosion levels below 40%. At the time the bridge was demolished, corrosion

on girder 1 was estimated to be around 50% which correspond to a probability
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of failure equal to 4.7× 10−7 and a reliability index of 4.9, within the period

of half a year.

The residual capacity is mostly affected by the reduction in the tension

force carried by steel reinforcement. If corrosion is very localized and, con-

sequently, the loss in bond between concrete and steel is not relevant, the

reduction in tension force is proportional to the loss of reinforcement cross-

section area. In this case, the minimum residual capacity is reached when all

reinforcement has been corroded. On the other hand, when more extensive

corrosion occur, the tension force is affected by the bond between concrete

and steel. In this case, much smaller losses in area can cause complete debond

between concrete and steel, and make the reinforcement ineffective. In this

case, the loss of strength in much faster, and for corrosion levels close to 30%

the stress in steel is negligible. The residual capacity is therefore provided

by the non-corroded inner reinforcement layers.

Results, neglecting deterioration and the loss of bond between reinforce-

ment and concrete are also plotted and compared. Disregarding the debond-

ing effect, the probability of failure, in a logarithmic scale, increase linearly

due to the loss of rebars cross section. Both the probability of failure and

the reliability index remain constant when neglecting deterioration due to

the problem time-independence. Results show that debonding as a crucial

role in the safety reduction, at least initially, as has been suggested by several

researchers (Al-Sulaimani et al., 1990; Almusallam et al., 1996; Mangat and

Elgarf, 1999; Azher, 2005; Al-Hammoud et al., 2010; Kivell et al., 2012). Cor-

rosion levels above 50% show that the probability of failure and the reliability

index remain almost constant, due to the weak adherence to concrete. Thus,
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even if rebars are still corroding, they are no longer adherent to concrete.

However, it must be highlighted in this stage, that corrosion was limited to

the outer layer of bottom reinforcement, and the inner layers were consid-

ered fully encased in concrete and completely intact. In fact, the scenario of

important corrosion in the inner bars is very unlikely to occur as a mainte-

nance intervention will be executed before this happens due to the complete

absence of the first layer of rebars as well as extensive cracking in the bottom

area of the girders.

The different corrosion levels observed during the inspection carried out

and the impact of the bridge deck redundancy, on the probability of failure

(Figure 8) and reliability index were also analysed. Corrosion was roughly

estimated to be less severe on girders 2 to 4, as no quantitative measure ex-

ists. Consequently, four additional case scenarios were considered by defining

corrosion levels in girders 2 to 4, XP2,3,4
, as a fraction of the corrosion depth

in girder 1, XP1, as: XP2,3,4
= 0.75XP1

, XP2,3,4
= 0.50XP1

, XP2,3,4
= 0.25XP1

,

XP2,3,4
= 0. The safety was also analyzed considering an element based

approach. In this case, girders 1 and 2, were analysed independently, consid-

ering no load transfer between girders.

[Figure 8 about here.]

Results presented in Figures 8 show that the probability of failure and the

reliability index are significantly reduced and increased, respectively, when

less corrosion is considered on girder 2 to 4 in relation to that of girder

1. This can be explained due to the load transfer to the less corroded and

less loaded girders. The probability of failure is also greatly increased when

girder 1 and 2 are analysed independently. The latter correspond to the
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worst case since it is that subjected to heavier loads. In both cases, no

load transfer is possible to the adjacent girders which explains the higher

probability of failure and the reduced reliability index. At the time the bridge

was demolished the probability of failure of the bridge deck was assessed to

be 5 × 10−4, if girder 2 was analysed independently. This value can explain

the decision of demolishing the bridge, however Figure 8 shows that for more

advanced corrosion levels, the probability of failure remains almost constant,

thus the situation would not be significantly worsen.

7.2. Robustness Analysis

The results of the reliability analysis presented in the previous section

should be used with precaution since very significant uncertainty exists about

the existing corrosion level. Thus the robustness analysis presented herein is

advantageous since all possible corrosion levels are foreseen and translated

on a single robustness index.

Figure 9 shows the normalized performance (reliability index) as a func-

tion of the damage level (corrosion on the reinforcement). Robustness was

computed according to Equation (6) and resulted in 0.82, which represents

an average ratio between the performance of the damage and the intact struc-

ture, considering corrosion as unpredictable and ranging from [0-100]%. As

referred, this is supposed to be a relative measure developed having in the

mind the comparison between the tolerance to different corrosion scenarios

and/or different structures. Figure 9 also shows the case where no deteri-

oration and no debonding have been considered. Robustness results equal

to 1 and 0.90, respectively, which depicts approximately the same relative

importance of both the deteriorating mechanisms, the loss of cross section
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and the loss of bond.

[Figure 9 about here.]

Figure 10 shows the normalized performance as a function of the damaged

level for the same cases of Figures 8. Table 2 summarizes the calculations of

robustness following Equation (6).

[Figure 10 about here.]

Effects of system transverse redundancy can be observed by observing

robustness increasing (up to a maximum of 0.95) as less corrosion is being

considered on the girders adjacent to girder 1. Robustness of single girders

resulted similar to that of the bridge deck when all the girders are equally

corroded since only residual load transference between girders is possible.

[Table 2 about here.]

7.3. Decision making based on robustness

As mentioned, the uncertainty related to the effective corrosion level on

existing structures is usually significant which makes difficult the process of

decision making. The robustness measure presented herein was developed

to assist structural assets management, as more robust structures present

a better tolerance to damage and therefore require less maintenance, or at

least sustain longer periods between maintenance actions. The robustness

indicator can be used on either high-level or low-level decisions and on both

planning and operation stages of a transportation network. Optimal high-

level decisions on maintenance and inspection should be based on the ro-

bustness index single value. Less robust structural types require increased
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investment for maintenance thus they should be avoided when planning a

new infrastructure network in aggressive environments. For existing infras-

tructures, a higher budget percentage for maintenance should be devoted to

the maintenance of the less robust structural typologies. For low-level opti-

mal decision a deeper look into the performance curve is necessary. In terms

of maintenance and inspections times, the performance curve for different

structures, should be combined with different deterioration rates, damage

scenarios, target safety levels (previously defined), including repair costs, to

achieve an optimal decision.

Although this paper is based on a single structure, Table 2 shows that

the bridge robustness is also dependent on the damage scenario. Robust-

ness resulted lower for the cases of uniform corrosion and independent action

of girders, and higher when the load transfer among girders was considered

possible if only girder 1 was subjected to corrosion. Clearly an advantage

could be taken from these results due to their impact on the time-dependent

safety, when planning care and maintenance actions. Figure 11 shows the

time-dependent probability of failure of Tercenas bridge, Pf (0, t), referred to

the time period [0, t], where t = 0 respects to the onset of corrosion and ne-

glecting the initiation period. The lower and the upper bounds of the proba-

bility of failure resulted very narrow as weak dependency was found between

different time periods. Thus, the bounds appear overlapped in Figure 11.

The results in Table 2 and Figure 11 indicate that both the time-dependent

analysis and the robustness-based analysis can characterize the dependency

between safety and corrosion. However, the later indicator does not require

the estimation of a deterioration or corrosion rate, which, as discussed above,
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is extremely difficult to predict, particularly at the design state. As expected,

the probability of failure within the reference period increases at a faster rate

when the single action of girder 1 and 2 is considered, or when all the girders

are equally corroded (the three curves are parallel). These are the cases for

which robustness resulted lower (see Table 2). On the other hand, when

corrosion is considered to affect only girder 1 (case of maximum robustness),

the time-dependent probability of failure increases at the most reduced rate

approaching the case of no deterioration. Thus, a longer time for the first

intervention could be defined depending on robustness.

[Figure 11 about here.]

Similarly, a longer time between periodic inspections could be adopted

depending on robustness. Figure 12 shows the time-dependent probability of

failure given the observed corrosion level at the inspection time and within the

period between inspections, considered equal to 3 years, Pf(3y|XP ). Three

corrosion scenarios are depicted, Uniform corrosion, XP2,3,4
= 0.50XP1

, and

XP2,3,4
= 0, including a corrosion rate (2icorr) twice of that observed in the

Tercenas bridge. As observed, the impact of a higher corrosion rate reduces

as robustness increases, and therefore, a longer time between inspections can

be defined.

[Figure 12 about here.]

8. Conclusions

Although the robustness concept is often related to extreme events, it can

also be useful to characterize structures tolerance to aging and deterioration,
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resulting in a fundamental tool in structural management systems. The

framework proposed by Cavaco et al. (2013b) serve this propose and was

extended in this paper to assess robustness of Tercenas Bridge. This bridge

was inspected in March 2011 revealing advanced corrosion levels on the deck

girders, in particular in girder 1, leading to the bridge demolition based on

its condition state in November 2012.

Performed robustness analysis of the bridge deck subjected to girders

uniform corrosion resulted in a robustness index of 0.82. This value translates

the tolerance to corrosion as it represents the mean reliability of the corroded

structure in relation to that intact, considering corrosion as unpredictable

or, in other words, accepting that the future performance profile is almost

unknown, as it is normally the case due to the difficulties in predicting future

corrosion for all nowadays available models for corrosion deterioration

The results show that the bridge has very significant robustness to corro-

sion, as a result of its redundancy, ability to distribute loads in the transversal

direction and remaining capacity of the less deteriorated girders. The pro-

posed robustness indicator is capable of capturing these effects, indicating

that the bridge is safe, in spite of the clear signs of deterioration. In the the-

oretical scenario where girder 2 to 4 remain intact, robustness of the bridge

deck resulted equal to 0.95.

An element based approach show that the reliability of a single girder is

much below that of the bridge deck. However, their robustness is similar if

the latter is subjected to uniform corrosion. Robustness of the bridge deck

resulted superior to that of a single girder when load transfer to less corroded

girders is possible.
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Results also show that the increasing rate of the probability of failure

within the structure life-time or the period between inspections is reduced

for cases of superior robustness. More robust structures allow longer times

for the first intervention and between periodic inspections. Therefore, al-

though the performance profile of the bridge is not known, which is essential

for correct decision making within a bridge management system framework,

the obtained robustness is of a great help for decision makers regarding its

prospective future performance and therefore, the inspection and mainte-

nance actions to be undertaken.

The analysis presented in this paper showed that structural management

based only on structural condition is not the best strategy when budget

is limited, as it do not takes advantage on robustness and the structures

tolerance to sustain damage without significant safety reductions. To take

advantage of such robustness (tolerance to damage), it is proposed to include

the robustness index (6) in the service-life management of existing structures.

For example, when different structures present similar damage, but they

have different robustness index, or when similar structures are subjected to

different damage scenarios, those with higher robustness may wait longer

until intervention is carried out, therefore helping to rearrange or modify the

maintenance/repair planning on the basis of the available budget.
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Figure 1: Slipping-fiber model constitutive behavior.
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Figure 2: Tercenas bridge lateral view.
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Figure 3: Bridge deck cross section at mid span and supports.
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Figure 4: Corrosion affecting girders 1 to 4.
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Figure 5: Exposed reinforcement on Girder 1.
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Figure 10: Performance of Tercenas Bridge under different corrosion scenarios.
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Table 1: Random variables distributions and parameters.

Random Variable Distribution Mean Standard
Deviation

Concrete strength, fc lognormal 51.2MPa 13.2MPa
Steel yielding stress, fy normal 460MPa 30MPa
Reinforcement bars area, Aφ25

s normal 4.91cm2 0.098cm2

Resistance model uncertainties, θR lognormal 1.05 0.105
Concrete self-weight, γc normal 25kN/m3 0.75kN/m3

Dead loads, γdl normal − 0.10µγdl

Maximum Traffic loads (100 years) γtl gumbel 0.728 0.146
Load model uncertainties, θE lognormal 1.0 0.100
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Table 2: Tercenas bridge robustness assessment.

Case R
Uniform Corrosion 0.82
No debonding 0.90
No deterioration 1.00
XP2,3,4

= 0.75Xp1 0.83
XP2,3,4

= 0.50Xp1 0.84
XP2,3,4

= 0.25Xp1 0.87
XP2,3,4

= 0 0.95
girder 1 0.82
girder 2 0.81
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